(1) /. For the proof of the theorem, it is clear from (2) and (4) that
where the ' indicates that gi= • • • =g" = 0 is to be omitted in sum- i.e.
[June Thus,
The ideal (1, «i, • • • , w") may be written a/m where a is an integral ideal and m is a positive rational integer. The elements of SI are, of course, all divisible by a/m; hence
It is, therefore, sufficient to prove that the sum on the right side of (5), with a = (1), is convergent. Let P be a complete set of nonassociated integers of K, so that every integer of K is uniquely expressible as the product of a unit by an element of P. Then the sum in (5) 
is a consequence of (7). Since ri ^ 0, the only roots of unity in K are ±1 ; therefore, choosing
where Wi, •••,», are rational integers, one deduces from (6), (7), say. Thus
The latter sum may be divided into two sections in the first of which »H = mri+i and in the second of which mTl+y>m\. In the first section the inequalities under the summation sign imply mTl>Ct -(n -\)mi and mr>(Cs-(n -2)mi)/2 so that the number of summands corresponding to a particular mi is at most (nm\ -C8),~1-2~r» or 0 according as m\>C%[n or mi^Cs/n.
In the second section of the sum, the inequalities imply mri> C»-(n -l)wr,+i and mr>(Cs -(« -2)mr,+i)/2, so that the number of summands corresponding to a particular mri+i is at most (nmr,+i-C8)^"1-2'~r»+1 or 0 according as mr¡+i> C&/n or mri+iá C$/n. Thus, (9) 5 < 3-2-r2+V1!r2!fK(l + -) E («» -C«)-1*-"«7» \ nf m=l+ [C8/n] which is clearly finite.
It is interesting to observe, from (9), that the bound for S is 0(c-i).
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